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VISUALIZATION OF SPECIAL CIRCULAR SURFACES
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we construct a new class of algebraic surfaces in three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space generated by a cyclic-harmonic curve and a congruence of circles. We study their
algebraic properties and visualize them with the programMathematica.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In article [5] acircular surface is defined as (the
image of) a mapV : I×R/2πZ−→ R3 given by

V (t,θ) = γ(t)+ r(t)(cosθa1(t)+sinθa2(t)), (1)

whereγ,a1,a2 : I −→ R3 andr : I −→ R>0.
It is assumed that〈a1,a1〉 = 〈a2,a2〉 = 1 and
〈a1,a2〉 = 0 for all t ∈ I, where〈,〉 denotes the
canonical inner product onR3. The curveγ is
called abase curve and the pair of curvesa1, a2

is said to be adirector frame. The standard cir-
clesθ 7→ r(t)(cosθa1(t)+sinθa2(t)) are called
generating circles. Furthermore, in this paper
the authors classify and investigate the differen-
tial properties of this one-parameter family of
standard circles with a fixed radius.

In paper [2] the authors defined three types
(elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic) of congru-
encesC (p) that contain circles passing through
two pointsP1 andP2. Then for a given congru-
enceC (p) of a certain type and a given curve
α they defined a circular surfaceC S (α, p) as
the system of circles fromC (p) that intersectα.
These surfaces contain the generating circles of
variable radii.

The rose surfaces studied in [1] are circular
surfacesC S (α, p) whereα is a rose (rhodonea
curve), see [6], andC (p) is an elliptic or
parabolic congruence. The rose lies in the plane
perpendicular to the lineP1P2 having the direct-
ing pointP1 as its multiple point.

In this paper we extendα to all cyclic-
harmonic curvesρ = cosn

d ϕ + a, a ∈ R+ ∪
{0} (see [4], [7]), and include a hyperbolic
congruenceC (p). For such circular surfaces
C S (α, p) we give the overview of their al-
gebraic properties and visualize their numerous
forms with the programMathematica.

2. CYCLIC-HARMONIC CURVES
A cyclic-harmonic curve is given by the follow-
ing polar equation

r(ϕ) = bcos
n
d

ϕ +a, ϕ ∈ [0,2dπ], (2)

where n
d is a positive rational number in lowest

terms anda,b ∈ R+. It is a locus of a compo-
sition of two simultaneusly motions: asimple
harmonic motionr(ϕ) = bcosnt +a, and anuni-
form angular motionϕ = dt.

According to [7], a cyclic-harmonic curve is
called foliate, prolate, cuspitate or curtate, if
a = 0, a < b, a = b or a > b, respectively. With-
out the loss of generality, we will suppose that
b = 1 and denote a cyclic-harmonic curve by
CH(n,d,a). Some exaples of these curves are
shown in Figure 1.

The curves CH(n,d,0) are called roses
(rhodonea) and have been treated in [1] where
the author obtained their implicit equation (3).
The reader is invited to read the paper and see
the method of deriving because in the same way
we derived implicit equations (4) and (5) that are
the equations ofCH(n,d,a) for all other cases.



Roses or rhodonea curvesCH(n,d,0) are given by the following algebraic equation:
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wheres = 1 if n ·d is odd ands = 2 if n ·d is even.

If a 6= 0 andn is an even number (d must be odd), the algebrac equation ofCH(n,d,a) is the following:
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If a 6= 0 andn is an odd number, the algebrac equation ofCH(n,d,a) is the following:
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where

D =

{

⌊d−2k
2 ⌋ if d is an odd number,

⌊d−2k
2 ⌋−1 if d is an even number.

Since equations (4) and (5) are of the degree
2(n + d), CH(n,d,a) is 2(n + d) order curve.
According to [3, p.251], the originO(0,0) is an
2n-fold point of these curves, while the absolute
pointsA1, A2 are 2d-fold or (n + d)-fold when
d < n or n < d, respectively (see [8]). These al-
gebraic properties ofCH(n,d,a) are given in Ta-
ble 1. SinceCH(n,d,a) is unicursal [4], besides
O, A1, A2 it possesses another multiple points.

Table 1: Properties ofCH(n,d,a)
order O A1,A2

a = 0 d < n n+ d n-fold d-fold
n ·d odd d > n n+ d n-fold n+d

2 -fold
other d < n 2(n+ d) 2n-fold 2d-fold
cases d > n 2(n+ d) 2n-fold (n+ d)-fold

Foliate Prolate Cuspitate Curtate
a = 0 a < 1 a = 1 a > 1

Figure 1: Some examples ofCH(n,d,a)
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3. GENERALIZED ROSE-SURFACES
Let C (p) be a congruence of circles that con-
sists of circles in Euclidean spaceE3 passing
through two given pointsP1, P2. The pointsP1,
P2 lie on the axisz and are given by the coordi-
nates(0,0,±p), wherep =

√
q, q ∈ R. If q is

greater, equal or less than zero,C (p) is an ellip-
tic, parabolic or hyperbolic congruence, respec-
tively.

Figure 2: Some circles of an elliptic, parabolic
or hyperbolic congruenceC (p) are shown in a,
b and c, respectively.

For every pointA (A /∈ z), there exists a unique
circle cA(p) ∈ C (p) passing through the points
A, P1 andP2. A point is a singular point of a con-
gruence if infinitely many curves pass through it.
The singular points ofC (p) are the points on the
axisz and the absolute points ofE3.

For a given congruenceC (p) and a given
curveα a circular surface C S (α, p) is defined
as the system of circles fromC (p) that intersect
the curveα (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: The circular surfaceC S (α, p).

In [2] the authors have shown that ifα is an
mth order algebraic curve that cuts the axisz atz′

points, the absolute conic ata′ pairs of the abso-
lute points and with the pointsP1 andP2 as p′1-

fold and p′2-fold points, respectively, then, the
following statements hold:

1. C S (α, p) is an algebraic surfaces of the
order 3m− (z′+2a′+2p′1 +2p′2).

2. The absolute conic is anm−(z′+ p′1+ p′2)-
fold curve ofC S (α, p).

3. The axisz is an(m−2a′ + z′)–fold line of
C S (α, p).

4. The pointsP1, P2 are 2m− (2a′+ p′1 + p′2)-
fold points of C S (α, p).

Definition 1 A generalized rose-surface is a cir-
cular surface C S (α, p) where the curve α is a
cyclic-harmonic curve CH(n,d,a).

The generalized rose surfacesC S (α, p) for
α = CH(n,d,0) and p ∈ R are simply called
rose-surfaces and were detail studied in [1]. This
paper presents the extension of these surfaces
since we are also dealing withα = CH(n,d,a)
for a 6= 0 andp∈C. In this way numerous forms
of a new class of surfaces with nice visualiza-
tions and interesting algebraic properties can be
obtained.

Let CH(n,d,a) lay in any plane ofE3, let
its 2n-fold (n-fold) point be denoted byO, and
let its another realj-fold points be denoted by
D j. According to the properties 1. - 4. of
C S (α, p) given above, and the properties of
CH(n,d,a) given in Table 1, we can made a
preliminary classification of generalized rose-
surfaces according to their order and the multi-
plicity of the axesz, the absolute points and the
pointsP1, P2. Since this classification depends
on the position ofCH(n,d,a) with respect to the
singular points of the congruenceC (p), the fol-
lowing cases should be taken into consideration:

TYPE 1: O = P1 or O = P2;
TYPE 2: O ∈ z, O 6= Pi, i = 1,2;
TYPE 3: D j = P1 or D j = P2;
TYPE 4: D j ∈ z, D j 6= Pi, i = 1,2;
TYPE 5: ∀Z ∈ z, Z /∈CH(n,d,a).
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The authors suppose that it is worth to study
a complete class of these surfaces in a further
work. Here, we give only some examples.

4. VISUALIZATION OF GENERALIZED
ROSE-SURFACES

In [2] we derived the parametric equations of
circular surfacesC S (α, p) that enableMath-
ematica visualizations of any generalized rose-
surface. Some examples are shown in the fol-
lowing figures.

Figure 4: Three surfaces of type 1. The parame-
ter p = 1, the curveCH lies in the planez = −1
andO = P1.

Figure 5: Three surfaces of type 2. The pointO
lies on the axisz, O 6= P1,P2, andp = i.

Figure 6: Three surfaces of type 5.CH(3,1,0)
lies in the planez = 0, O = (1,0,0).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
For a given congruence of circlesC (p) and a
given curveα a circular surfaceC S (α, p) is
defined as the system of circles fromC (p) that
intersectα. In this paper the authors define and
visualize a special class ofC S (α, p) whenα is
a cyclic-harmonic curve. The detail studying of
a complete class of such surfaces is planned to
be the subject in the authors’ further work.
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